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THE DYNAHICS AND HOD I:;'d CAT lOll OF CRIHHiAL BEHAVIOR 

A CONCEPTUAL Fl'U~I,mHOnK 

Hugh B. Urban, Ph.D. 

I. The Dynamics of Criminal Behavior 

I. It is not possible to talk about the criminal or the offender without first 

concerning oneself with the question of law~ since the very definition of a 

criminal is social, referring to someoni3 who has deviated from behavior 

prescribed by law. 

2. It is necessary therefore to consider the problem of the offender and his 

rehabilitation in context, the context stemming originally from the concept 

of Eommunity. 

3. Unlike plants and animiJls, 'man must invent for the care and provision of his 

needs. For this purpose, he fashions such things as houses, tools, social 

organizations, and the like. Communities arc one of the very critical instru

mentalities by which humans seck to effect their purposes and objectives. 

They stem from the recognition that certain human aims and goals can more 

readily be accomplished by collective, as opposed to individual, action. 

Communities are organizations of people who have associated with one another 

in the pursuit of a common set of shared objectives. It is a situation 

where people flave learned to give up something in order to Qet something. 

They pay a price by electing to modify and control their behavior to accom

odate themselves to the needs of others, in order to effact a gain -- to 

enjoy the benefits of the cooperative help of others in order to accomplish 

their goals. 

4. The essence of communal livina, therefore, is the regulation of behavior of 

its component members in order to ensure the occurence of orderly, coopera

tive, and predictable behavior one with another. Regulation is another word 

for control. Control, as a \'lord, has many unfortunate connotations in the 

thinkino of many people, suggesting as it does repressive and restrictive 

regulation (suppression) and also re9ulation from an external source (police 

control, thought control, price controls, etc.), The word reaulation is to 

be preferred, since it suggests so much more than this. '.!hen one regulates 

something, one monitors the performance of a person or thing (supervises, 

oversees); and the word also suggests the possibility of jacking-up and 

J 
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enhancina certain events or factors, and not merely a dampening";do'tln and 

an innibitory process. 

5. But, 'tie return to the notion that for effective joint and collaborative 

living and \'Iorking, there must be a regulating or controlling influence. 

These regu I at ions evo I ve \.!i th i n the deve 1 opment of commun it i es, and become 

progressively articulated into codes of la\'Js. ilo\'J, laws arc designed to 

carry many burdens -- sometimes they represent simple statements of value, 

as for example \"Iith the lm'Js concerning suicide '\lhich are essentially unen

forceable. Sometimes they represent characterizations as to 'tIhat people may 

or may not do· -- as for example in our licensing acts. Sometimes they", 

represent enabling legislation, as when laws are written to permit a group 

to undertake an enterprise, or to award monies for a particular purpose. 

And sometimes they represent statements of penalties \'/hich are to be attached 

to the deviation or departure from the patterns of behavior specified to be 

legitir,late and appropriate. The proscriptive aspects of la\'J inplicitly pre

suppose that it's possible to regulate behavior in such and such a way. It 

goes \,JIthout saying that lawyers can sometimes be mistaken as to what can e and cannot be done '',lith respect to behavioral control. 

6. Thus) the behavior of an offender, or a criminal represents a failure on 

the part of that person to regulate his behavior in accordance with community 

rules and expectations. Since communities are in principle man-made, it is 

also clear that the definitional identification of the criminal is man-made 

as Vie I I. The criminal1s behavior is ah/ays relevant to the community context 

in "'Ihich he is operating. In another world, in another histoti:cal period, 

in another social context, his behavior might be defined as acceptable and 

even to be applauded. But, by judgment of his fellm'ls -- ,-,hoever they may 

be -- his peers in a democratic society) experts in a technocratic society, 

the established gentry in a plutocratic society -- certain behavioral pat

terrms are defi ned to be offens i ve (hence they are offenses). './hen they occur, 

it means that they have fai led to be restrained and withheld, and behaviors 

considered appropriate have not taken place in their stead. 

7. From the standpoint of society in general, these fai lures represent behavioral 

deficiencies. The criminal, by definition, is deficient in his capacity to e control or to regulate his behavior in accord \'1ith societal values. ilo\\l, this 



is very important for anyone In our society to understand, but it is even 

more crucial for those Vlho are concerned with la'lJ-enforcement (the monitor,.. 

in9 of people1s behavior) and for the corrections and probation-parole 

workers It/ho are concerned \'1i th the rehabi 1 i tation of the person through 

the reinstitution of regulatory controls. It is important that the offender 

no longer be vie\'led as a dirty ruffian, an incorrigible, or a misbegotten 

wrebch 1 who is to be scorned, punished, or ostracized. lie is a person in 

\oJhom there are various kinds of behavioral lacks or deficits (vJhether or 

not he is held to be legally or morally respons i blc for that state of affai rs) 

and the problem is one of trying to identify the basis for thosc deficiencies, 

and to come up with remedies which will fill the gap. 

8. \lhen \'/e talk about behavioral rc!)ulotion, \'/e are in effect talking about two 

sets of til i ngs. ~/e have on the one hand the person, and the behevi ora 1 res

ponse patterns of which be ;:s composed, and of which he is capable of emitting. 

And, we have on the other the situational context in v/hieh he can always be 

found to be operating. ~oth are important in understanding human behavi.or 

and the \'/ay it works. He are sometimes inclined to talk about human behavior 

as if it \'fcre entirely divorced from the environmental surround, but if we 

stop to think about it, this is neither accurate nor particularly helpful. 

\Je wi J 1, for example, describe someone as l'an amdous person," implying that 

his anxiety, or fear, is entirely a product of himself and his behavior. !k 

tend to forget that people become anxious about, or learn to fear, particular 

things or people, and it is this interrelationship between situational events 

on the one hand, and behavioral events on the other \'ihich characterize the 

way we humans behave. 

9. Thus, one cannot breathe unless one has air, one cannot drink unless one has 

a potable fluid, one cannot fight unless one has an opponent, hammer \'1ithout 

a tool, and so on and so forth. BeHavior never occurs in a vacuum, and· it 

is alvlays partially determined by things external to the human. How to return 

to the question of behavioral regulation, one can see that control over the 

likelihood of behavioral event ta!~ing place can be effected either by gaining 

control over the situational aspects of the interrelationship, or over the 

responses Which are taking place in relation to the situation. Thus, one can 

control, or regulate, the occurence of breathing by operating upon the situa

tional input (the air) or upon inspiration-expiration patterrms themselves (the 

J __ ~ _________ "J 



behavior). The one could be, and often is, characterized as a method of stim

ulus control, or more generally, ~xternal control -- the other is referred to 

as behavioral control, or more generally, self"control. To consider another 

example -- one can elect to control the probability that a child will strike 

his sister by external restraint, or one can seek to develop a b~havioral 

capability within the youngster which will serve to forestall the likelihooci 

that he will batter his sister into a state of insenSibility. 

10. By and large, most societies have articulated the principle that it is pref

erable for a social group and its component members for these regulatory 

mechanisms to become built-in and a part of the people themselves, rather 

than becoming codified and imposed from the outside. It is b.3tter for a 

society to \'Jork tOVlard evolving patterns of self-control rather than pol ice

control, voluntary adherence to a code of \m'l rather than enforced submission 

to a code of I~J, being forced into a position of having to constantly monitor 

and govern their beh<Jvior through the use of other sets of people. All 

societies strive consistently in this direction and do so for a series of 

reasons. (Elaborate.) 

Of course, in those instances vJhere internal regulatory mechanisms have broken 

down or are inoperative for one reason or another, the society typically must 

introduce external controls. The raging catatonic, for exumple, is patently 

incapable of bringinfj his level of e){ci:tement under control "- hence the neces

sary intervention of camisoles, wet-packs and the like in the hospital setting. 

But, by and large, it is preferable, and more economical, if the society can 

operate in such a way as to keep these patterns of external control to an 

absolute minimum. 

11. \'!e are concerned, therefore, \.Ji th the mechanisms of self-control or self-regu

lation, that instance \'Jhere one set of behaviors are dev.iseu and operating 50 

as to control other sets of behaviors within the same person. ~k spoke of the 

offender' as a person in whom these regulating responses are not operating ef

fectively -- representing a behavioral deficiency from the societal standpoint. 

There are tVJO generic possibilities by \</hich this deficiency can have taken 

p I ace: E i the r : 

2. The necessary behavioral conditions (regylatory resppnse mechanisms) 

have never been built into the behavioral system in the first place -

they aren't there to start with, and they have never had occasion to 

have been developed; or 
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b. These same reaulatory mechanisms were developed at one time, but for 

some reason or other have become either temporari ly, or permanently, 

rendered inoperative. 

It means, therefore, that if \'Ie are going to have any luck in intervening and 

doing anything about the problem of the offender, we are goinr to have to learn 

ho\'! this business of behavioral control and behavioral re£)ulation vlOrks. It 

is only then that \-/0 \1 i 11 begin to h[lve some notion of 11m" to modify its oper·· 

ation, to make it more 1 i k.:1ly that it VI i 11 function as \'Je think it should. 

12. Hhat then are \'Ie talkin$1 about when tie refer to these behaviors \·Jhich serve to 

control other behaviors, these regulatory mechanisms '.'Ihicil seem to be so crucial 

in governing and maintaininc control over everything that each of us says, does 

and til inks -- i.e. tile way we behave. \:e are st ill 10arn i n9 about a 11 of these, 

and \'Je h<lve discovered that there arc many. ;1any, many processes involved. He 

kno\'J" for example, that attentio_1'!. plays a large part in the control of our be

havior -- ordinarily self-control requires that we be aware of and attending 

to \'Ji1at \-Ie arc doing -- things that we do automatically, when \'Je are una\'Jare, 

arc thinas over \-ll1lch \'Ie have I ittle intentional control. tIe knm" that the 

capacity to think ahead, to enoage in foresight and planning, is another criti

cal component. Hm" often has a person come to regret an impulsive action, 

recognizing later than if he had stopped to anticipate the consequences which 

were likely to follovl, he would never have initiated that course of action. 

How often have people refrained from doinO something, because of the guilt and 

intense remorse v/hich they can anticipate would take place \'Jere they to go ahead 

and do it. He knovI that a commitment to 8 series of val~, emotionally charged 

beliefs as to what is right and what is wrong, is another ingredient; the capa

city to think. clearly, logically, rationally; the capacity to exercise effective 

Judgments in practicGlI and social situations; or the knovJ1edoc of approved and 

effective courSes of action to follow in particular situations, as opposed to 

forbidden and in~ffective things to do. 

All of these that I have listed fall into the £Ienoral catenory of the higher 

mental processes -- \'/hat psycilologists would refer to as knO\·dedge of cognitions 

-- "Jhat the man in the street would refer to as effective thinkinfl and awarem:ess. 

These are not the only sets of events by \'Jhicll our behavior is regulated and 

controlled -- there are many other. But, in the opinion of many, these repre:

sent some very crucial, and in many situations, the determining sets of mechan

isms which govern the behavior of the lalt/-abiding citizens and the criminal alike. 
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13. flow, \'/hClt kinds of things can DO wrong \vith regulatory mechanisms such as these? 

It will be obvious, of course that all of these require the effe~tive operation 

of ,!]e ruo 1 09 i ca 1 mechan isms upon ItJh i ch a 11 of these behav i ors depend. One can"" 

not think without a brain, one cannot exercise foresight without a pair of 

frontal lobes in the cerebrum. iloreover, if there is anythin9 \'/hich serves to 

Impair the functioning of these neurological systems, it can be expected to cor

respondin~ly interfere with and render inefficient, if not ineffective, the 

mental processes to which \'/e have been referring. Criminal behavior, then,can 

emerge withi'l un individual whose capacity to control his behavior stems from 

defects in the neurol09ical mechanisms by \'Jhich such control is ordinari Iy 

effected. 

Some of these are developmental. Genetic defects can result in retarded devel

opment,,:and the mental retardate is often an umvitting criminal or juvenile 

offender. Some of these are nutritional; we are just beginning to learn of the 

pervasive and permanently damaging effects upon brain development of deficient 

dietary inputs -- the ineffective, indeed criminal, behavior of many, many per

sons can nov/ be t raced to def i c i enc i es in neu ro log i ca I deve I opment I'/h i ch in' 

turn is the result of deficiencies in nutrition during the critical development·· 

al years. lie have known for some time of various neurological syndromes \-/hich 

frequently lead to criminal actions. A good illustration of this latter type 

of problem was the case of Jack Ruby, who slel'l President Kennedy's assasin, and 

in \lJhom there \<las considerable presumptive evidence of the existence of psycho

motor epileptic seizures II/hich> if documented, could have rendered intelligJble 

much of his behavioral difficulties. lk are discoverino new patterns of neuro

logical difficulty with advances In diagnostic technique. One of these is the 

syndrome recently identified VJith the label iiinimal Brain Dama~Jc. Here \-/e have 

a pattern characterized by restlessness, hVper-irritabllity, difficulties in 

capacity to attend and concentrate, and general difficulties in controlling and 

reou I at i ng behav i or. Th is seems- to be a type of i mpa i rment 1"lh i ch is diffuse I y 

distributed throughout the brain system, with an absence of any focal lesion 

\<Ihich can be identified. There arc many persons, adults as well as children, 

who have been labeled as irritable, nasty, uncooperative, and tncompetent -

people who have been derogated and punished -- when it turns out that they are 

more than just "stinkers ll or offensive, but are neurologically impaired instead . 
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The role that the neurological ~echanisms play in the regulation of behavior 

cannot be overemphasized. Temporary imapirment of these mechanisms, as well 

as permanent destruction of them, can and readily does produce behavior which 

runs the person afoul of the law. These mechanisms, for example, are often 

disrupted as a consequence of prolonged commitment to substances with toxic 

effects. \fu have long since passed the er= where it is legitimate to treat 

a confi rmed alcohol ie as just another bum, and toss him in the "tank:; to dry 

him out Itlhenever vIe encounter him in the town's alleys and gin-mills. Advanced 

alcoholism resulted in neurological impairr:u:mt. and this in turn results in 

behavioral impairment and an erosion of the regulatory mechanisms t-Ihich he had 

acqui red earl ier in life. The same is true of various kinds of drurJ dependen

Cies, and it is descriptive of the process \'~ich earlier was referred to as 

tlmoral deterioration" of "degeneration". l\1ong this same line, we have yet 

to see the long-term effects of many of these chemicals which people seem to 

be pouring into their systems with such profusion these d~ys -- marijuana, 

IISpced ll
, LSD) and the like. These biochemical processes are subtle, their 

neuropathic effects are often delayed, and offensive behavior may not only be 

an episodic consequence of thei r usc, but a permanent impai rment as \'/ell. 

Adventitious intrusions into these brain mechanisms can and to t~ke p).3ce later 

in life. Head injuries with resultant brain lesions are unfortunately not 

infrequent, sometimes gross and easy to identify, sometimes subtle and such as 

to escape the attenti on of the offender and those v/ho live around him. Arter

iosclerosis, comina as it docs in the later years of life, typically results 

in behavioral impairments, lending to lenal prosecution unless the condition 

becomes identified. Sometimes these intrusions are eloctor-produced: He had a 

pat i ent at a hosp ita J t"here f 1<lorked \,,110 had undergone a b i latera 1 lobotomy. 

(Explain.) Subsequently, she picked up a hammer and smashed a glass panel in 

a door. \Ihen questioned about this, it \o,J<;lS discovered that she had not seen 

the connection between swingin£l a hnmmer and the smashing of the ~J1ass. She 

could recognize after the fact the significance of the interaction (hammer and 

glass); but interestingly she could not tell in advance that that was ooing to 

be t:le outcome. Tne mechanisms of foresight, the capacity to anticipate the 

consequences of her behavior, had been cut by the surgeon's knife in hIs efforts e to bring other aspects of her behavior under control. 
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]II. \-1e have learned that impai rments of judgment and deficiencies in behavioral con-e trol can also stem from states of protracted, sustained and intel'lse emotional 

turmoil. Scientists have yet to explore all of the intricacies of this type of 

factor 1 but we kno\'l enough to suspect that this mechanism is one of the factors 

involved in the operation of the schizophrenic syndrome. f.\nd, of course, some 

crimes are committed by schizophrenic patients, arenlt they? 

The behavior of the genuine kleptomaniac or the pyromaniac is of ~lis order. So 

are the crimes of -passion, of which there arc all too many, judaing by the fre

quency Ivith "/hich they are reported in the various ne\-'JS media. One thinks of 

husbands \</ho slaughter their families, or assault and kill the lovers of their 

vlives, or of a young man who sloshed gasoline on the floor of a restaurant, set

ting it afire and killing and maiming many persons -- all because of his rage 

following a dispute ~vith a waitress. 

People under intense emotional pressure lapse into patterns of action which are 

atypical for them, and which they would ordinarily never even consider. The 

person who gets to feeling desperate, fultile, frustrated beyond endurance, un

relentinS!ly aagravated by his fami ly, badgered and ridiculed by his peers, is a 

person who becomes vulnerab)e to desperate moods, futile actions, and self

defeating and rash performances. 

Let us not suppose that such happen i ngs are pure ly psycho 10rJi ca 1. He are fam;

liar with the phenomenon of people, \-/ho, by birth, are more temperamental, higil

strun9, and emotionally volatile, and I',hose emotionality places a premium upon 

whatever behavioral controls they can develop. lIe are also learnin9 more and 

more of "Jhat happens to the l physiology of persons who are subjected to sustained 

stress, emotional and otherwise. There is evidence that protracted stress seems 

to erode the personls adaptational capability, biological as well as psychologi

cal, rendering him less and less able to cope with subsequent problems as they 

come down the pike. 

15. Some behavioral deficiences are part and parcel of a situation or behavioral in

~dequacy across the board. Picture, if you will, a person from the inner city, 

a member of the hard-core employed. He is likely to have been reared ey semi

illiterate parents (if he is fortunate enough to have two) whose own lives pro

vide little for him to emulate in learning hmv to make onels way effectively in 

~ a modern technological society. For a variety of reasonsihis social, moral, and 

rec~eational'development has been delegated to his age-equals and other teachers 
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of dubious capaci I i tv, and his learning takes place primari Iy "in the street. lf 

e He is of moderate intellective capacility because he has been reared in meagre 

surroundinDs without cultural advantaaes and the cultural stimulation necessary 

for promotina intellectural development; because he has been subjected to a poor 

diet and the nutritional deficiencies in turn compromise the neurological dev.el

opm~nt which can take place. His school experience is discouragfn~, he manages 

to learn to rcad at about the fifth gr13de level, and he \'Jinds up a school drop

out to avoid the dispair of repeated failure and the recurrent sense of inade~' 

quacy. He enters the job'market with rotten teeth, shabby clothes, no job skills, 

and unable to make a good impression during a job interview or even to fill out 

the necessary personnel forms. He is unattractive as a job prospect, and he 

experiences recurrent rejection because he has no behavioral capabilities to 

r3commend him. It requires no leap of intellect to sec how he can turn to crime 

as a \-say of gaining the benefits or life VJhich he cannot attain through his m"n 

accomplishments -- especially when there has been no systematic infusfon of regu

li1tory habits in his behavioral repertoire as he has been growin up. 

16. Some offenses agwinst society rules and regulCltions seem to stera from \'Jell~ 

1 eiEl rned and es tab I i shed be Ii ef-sys tems -- ideas, va] ues > att i tudes -- wh i ch 

become developed with the passage of time, and whose acquisition is directly 

incompatible With the behavioral patterns specified by society as bein0 appro

pri ate. 

Some youngsters are schooled by their parents and ffi'encls to rem<nin at I'lar II/ith 

the community at large, to regard it as legitimate prey, and to derive their 

s!Jstena'1ce by taking advantugc of the accomplishments of others. Still others, 

for example, the paranoid, develop deviant patterns of thought concern ina them

selves and their fellO\I/ man, \'Jhic!l become progressively elaborated and often 

erupti"D in mid-life as in the lield case in LocI< Haven, the Had Bomber of :;0\,/ 

York, or the college student who situated himself·in a University tOl'Jer in Texas 

a matter of a few years ago. 

In these Instances behavior is being regulated all rlgllt, but not in accord with 

the demands of rea I i ty, \',h i ch in tu rn, \'JC suppose, have some Ie 1 at i onsh i p to the 

rules of society. 

17. And finally, let us note that these various factors do not need to occur singly, 

but can unfold in mUltiple and interactive fashion, representinD a confluence of 

factors and thereby heightening the probability of uncontrolled behavior. A 
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juvenile, whose world is foIling apart around him: hels flunking school, his 

parents are bickering their way to a divorce, the stress has resulted in a low

grand pre-ulcerous stomach, hels not making the grade with girls. Such a youth 

may \<./ell turn to some form of delinquent activity, or he may turn to drugs as 

part of the recent drop-out pattern of our youn2sters in the face of anticipated 

fai lures. 

le. One can see that a detailed analysis of the thin!)s that can go \'Jron9 in the per~ 

sonls capacity to develop and regulate his behavior constitutes an imrres~ive 

list of many different kinds of conditions. Another way of saying this, is to 

make it patently clear that people who commit crimes do ~ represent an homo

genous group -- they are not the same, one "lith another. The only thin~! that 

they huve in common is the ft:lct that they have rUll afou 1 of the I avl. And of 

course, an arresting officer, when he encounters a crime in process, does not 

knoltJ all of this. It is only later, \'/hen one has an opportunity to conduct a 
• 

retrospective analysis of the problem, that it may come to lirht. 

II. Deal ing \'110 Individual Treatment :!oeds 

I. Since a wide varIety of antecedent conditions can terminate In th~ violation of 

social rules and customs, it becomes obvious that no one treatMent approach is 

goin~ to serve. Given the occurence of a violation of the law, on cannot pro

ceed to correct' the problem unless one succeeds in ldentifyinp ~recisly what it 

is that I-Jent \'Jrong in the firs t place. 

If for example, it can be established that defects in behavioral control arc 

related to a condition of idopathic epilepsy, then the ~oint of intervention 

must necessarily become focussed upon the control of the cerebral dysrhythmia 

~'/hich culminates in seizure states. Unless this is recognized and properly 

dia~nosed, unlcss prosecutinr officers, magistrates and others in th0 area of 

the Administration of Justice give duc credence to this type of proLlem, then 

neurologically impaired persons are going to continue to be punished without 

positive effect, and such conditions as they have are free to continue unchecked. 

If, to cite another case, the crime is taking place ir. a behaviorally jmpover~· 

ished person -- someone who is semi-illiterate, undernouriShed, occu!1ationally 

limited -- there will be no substitute in principle to the undertakinn of a com

p rehens i ve p rog ram in human rene\'/a I . 
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2. \,Ihat is requi red, then., is something analogous to the· operations performed by ail 

effective automobile mechanic who is faced \",ith a car which is malfunctioning in 

some respect or has ceased to operate. lie must examine the car in detail, iden

tify the locus of the malfunction -- whether it falls within the operation of the 

ignition system, the fuel system, the braking system, etc. -- and if he succeeds 

in identifying the source of the difficulty, he can operate on the problem in 

order to correct the difficulty. i\oreQver, he \>Ji11 do different thinr,s usinp 

different kinds of tools depending upon where in the automobile system as a 

whole he has located the problem. 

3. By the same token, in considerin~ the domain of trea1;ment, interventions into the 

developmental course of individual lives in \'Ihich a pattern of criminal behavior 

has devel~ped, there is, in principle, no substitute for accomplshing an initial 

"dia9nosis;' and a differential analysis of tho nature of the difficulty; and 

then selecting a different kind of treatment ~rocedure approprizte for the dif

fernt types of problems encountered. The task becomes one of identifying the 

nature of the problem (what it is that has resulted in a deficiency in the oper

ation of these essential regulatory patterns of behavior), and applying a treat

ment tactic (a mode of intervention) \<.Jhich can have some prospect of effectinCJ a 

change in the prob~em. Each case is different. The analysis will yield a con

clusion particular to the person under scrutiny. It will also lead to an indi

vidual prescription for treatment vlhich vii 11 vary from case to case. It is 

important to make this explicit, because it flies in the fae,;; of the classic 

American proposition that everybody should be treated the same. It juxtaposes 

an individually-oriented as opposed to a group-oriented manner of operation; or 

to put it another \'my) it juxtaposes the med i ca 1 mode 1 as cpposed to the lege 1 

one. 

4. The selection of individual patterns of treatment specific to the nature of the 

presentin£) difficulty implies that one has a ran0e of alternative treatment pro

cedures to which one can turn. Is that the case? 

A moment's reflection will indic<lte t:lnt there e&ist a tremedous variety of 

different things that one can do, and indeed that ppople currently do, to inter

vene and make a change in th0 way a person behaves. As technical expertise 

continually develops and expands, we h<lve acquired a tremedous array of tactics 

for behavioral modification. He can undertake to intervene with drugs, \/ith the 

surDeon's knife, with counseling and psychotherapy, with' custodial supervision, 

" 
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with educative methods of all kinds, -- sometimes we can engineer a thorough 

change in the person's circumstance, and move him to another locale where he 

will have an entirely new set of situations under which to operate. It is 

not so much a problem that we ere handicapped in the variety of things that 

can be done. He have innumerable methods which we can employ. Rather, it is 

more difficult to analyze the offender's personal situation, decide what is 

going amiss, and select a treatment tactic which is relevant to the problem 

and which has some likelihood of making a difference. He must not only be 

concerned with the nature of the problem and the method of intervention, but 

with the task of effecting a successful match between the two. 

5. It is useful, In this context, to think about problem-treatment correspondence 

in terms of a particular conceptual framework. It is a framework which permits 

one to recognize that there are a variety of points at which intervention can 

take place, depending upon a the point at which the person1s behavior Is con

ceived to be going awry. 

a. 

The Situation 
Antecedent 
Conaitions 

b. 

The Person 
Behavioral 

Organizations 

c. 

The Situation 
Consequent 

Effects 

~ RevJards 
Food ~ '). I'loney 
House ( _~ ,~~, i~emo 1 ~ ca I Pun I shment 
Neighborhood~ ) r;-/,,'y)- . -- ).. Praise 
Hi fe I s BehaV~iro-r-p-r-~\(\ I .\'z. "'! En'9.t I {)...;n':....a-::-l----")~Depri vat I on 
Pri son e cep ua .L ..• .-...\ Success 
Etc. /' \,' Recognition 

,c~~y Etc. 

Fig. 1 Simple model of the person in context, showing the contingency 
relationship between his behavior and the situation (antecedent and 
consequent), and illustrating three major junctures at which interven
tion can take p)ace. 

6. One can think of the person on the one hand (Fig. Ib above) as being composed 

of a variety of organizations or systems of behavior. Analysis of an individ

ual offender and his difficulties may well establish that the basis for his 

offensive ~ehavior may reside within his behavioral patterns themselves, and 

suggest that one way of intervening to effect a change is to try to modify 

the operation of these same behavioral mechanisms. If one can establish, for 

~ example, that something has gone amiss within the neurological mechanisms upon 
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which effective behavior depends, then one can elect to intervene to cbange 

that state of affairs. SurgerY, radioactive treatments, or chemical interven

tion may be the treatment of pooice. Similarly, if one can establish that the 

person!s behavior is a direct consequence of unduly high and protracted states 

of emotionality, one can seek to moderate this problem by the introduction of 

ataractic medications, or tranquilizers of various kinds. 

If one finds that something has gone wrong in the way he construes events, the 

way he thinks about himself, the way he evaluates himself in relationship to 

other people, one can try to intervene and find ways to modify the way he 

thinks, and hopefully to change the behavior which follO\'IS. In this respect 

one can intervene with the range of counseling and psychotherapeutic procedures. 

These operate on the assumption that one of the ways to change the way a person 

thinks is to get him to produce those thoughts -- to say them out loud. Once 

they become elicited, they become subject to modification. Thus, the usual 

avenue by wh i ch one seeks to change the way a person th inks is to sit down vIi th 

him and talk with him about his thoughts. Corrections workers, in their con

stant verbal interactions with the offeder, are often in the business of concep

tual modification, just as is the psychotherapist, even though they may not be 

doing it bV appointment and within the confines of a professional office. 

7. Another juncture at which intervention can take place resides in the domain of 

consequences to which the person1s behavior characteristically leads. One can 

affect the likelihood with which behavior will occur by operating on the conse

quence effects (Fig. lc). All of us know; of course, that our behavior is 

extensively influenced by our anticipations of the consequences of our actions 

-- if we anticipate positive, rewarding, successful and satisfying outcomes of 

our efforts and labors we are much more apt to perform those behaviors \A/hich 

lead to the consequents which we seek. By the same token, we tend to abandon 

those behavioral patterns which persistently lead to fai lure, punishment, rejec

tion by our fellows, and the like. Since our behavior tends to be controlled 

by these outcomes, we can in turn effect control over another person!s behavior 

by operating on these consequents. By manipulating the system of rewards and 

pun i shments, \'-Ie can often succeed in teach i n9 the person that some behav i ors are 

far more preferable to others, that certain actions are in principle self- " 

defeat i ng and non-product i ve, \'/hereas others are more product i ve of the outcomes 

which the person seeks. Glaser has demonstrated in California that arrangements 
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of re~vards and punishments in an institution can effect remarkable changes in 

juvenile female offenders as long as they are conducted systematically, conSis

tently, and on an institution-wide basis. Earlier efforts to retrain juvenile 

offenders along this line have often failed ~erhaps through failure to ensure 

that the methods were regularly and systematically employed. 

8. Still another avenue of access is represented by the conditions under which 

people are called upon to behave, what we have referred to as the antecent con

ditions of behavior (Fig. la), Again, v·le all know that much of bur behavior 

is influenced by the conditions under which we are operating. The likelihood, 

for example, of our becoming hostile and angry toward someone depends very much 

upon who that someone is, and what he has said and done. He are much more 

likely to restrain our hostility if we are standing before the bar in a court 

of law, than \'1e might be toward someone else. Hhether or not we are likely to 

do things (specifically to commit offenses against the property or person of 

our fellow man) depends very much lIpon where we live, our neighborhood, the 

sorts of people with whom we associate, the kinds of things people around us 

are doing, and t~e like. One way to quickly change the way a person behaves 

is to change the situation under which he is operating. A clear illustration 

of this comes from the field of psychosomatic medicine: The best single treat

ment for asthmatic attacks in children is to pick the child up, and move him to 

another part of tov,," and place him within a different family context. One: 

needn't trouble to move him to a hot dry climate, such as Arizona; one needn't 

devote extensive effort to change his relationship with his family by employing 

play therapy for the elli ld, or parental or fami ly counsel ing for the other 

fami ly members. The quickest, simplest, 'and most effective method is to move 

the child, and thus change the interrelationship between his behavior and the 

conditions under which he is called upon to behave. Similarly, although a 

peptic ulcer results from a confluence of factors (predisposition to hyperse

creation, faulty habits of eating, protracted stress and tension) and a variety 

of interventions are possible (use of antacids, control of diet, use of tranquil

izers, etc.) it still remains that the most efficacious approach is to induce 

the patient ot change his job. It is often difficult to persuade him to do so, 

but if one succeeds, and thereby ensures that he works at different tasks, in a 

different place, and in relationship to entirely different people, the results 

will be far more extensive and beneficial than trying to modify the problem on 

a piece-meal basis. 
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The reverse effect is equally well-knm'in. It has become painfully apparent 

that little in the way of lasting change can be anticipated if the person who 

has been hospitalized for the treatment of a psychotic condition, institution

alized for heroin addiction, or placed in a juvenile correction home, is 

thereupon discharged to return to the circumstances out of which the problem 

developed in the first place. Exposed to the drug pusher, the street gang, 

the faculty familial relationships which led to the earlier development of the 

problem, the probability of "relapse" (ie. reinstatement of the former unloJanted 

behavior pattern) is discouragingly high. I,tore attention, it has been discov- ,', 

ered, is required either to redirect him into a different setting entirely, or 

to help him to effect a change in the way he interacts with the setting once 

he has returned. 

10. There is thus no treatment panacea - a single treatment procedure that can be 

expected to succeed in every instance, regardless of the type of problem and 

independent of the characteristics of the person in whom the problem is taking 

place. By the same token, there is little profit in going through correctional 

procedures in a hit-or-miss fashion, abandoning one because it has apparently 

failed to produce an effect, and picking up another because it has not as yet 

been tried and reports have been ciculated that in some situations it has 

appeared to help. There is, in principle, no substitute for a thorough, and 

precise analysis of the nature of the presenting problem, and a selection of a 

treatment procedure directly relevant to that problem. 

11. , am well aware of the burdens that this places upon communities. Ftlrsuit of 

this strategy calls for a community capability which will permit satisfactory 

analytic work to be done: a) a physical setting in which behavior specialists 

of many sorts can apply their best techniques for identifying the components of 

the difficulty -- genetic, nutritional, neurological, physicological, psycho

logical, sociological -- It/hatever they may be; and b) a treatment capability 

which provides the full range of treatment tactics \'-Ihich have developed in the 

fields of medicine, social work, corrections, education, and the like; and 

c) a system by which these talents and capabilities can be coordinated and ~0 

focussed into a treatment program for the individual person in his particular 

life-sitUation. Juvenile detention centers exist, for example, in VJhich some 

of this is attempted. However, the facilitites are flooded and overwh~lmed, 

staffing is insufficient, the case-load is allowed to become so excessive that 
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workers either resign themselves to what they know to be inadequate behavioral 

appraisals 0['1 go further and resign from the jobs altogether. Treatment capa

bilities reside in some of our large community centers (albeit conspic0usly 

absent in most others) but it is difficult to ensure that offenders have access 

to the kinds of treatment which are to be preferred. Further, mechanisms by 

which various treatment efforts focussed upon the same individual can be coor

dinated and supervised, so as to ensure that the preferred treatment programs 

are followed in sensible relationship to one another, are often missing. Too 

often a remedial course of action is laid out in a report which) if followed? 

might have some change of success, but which never becomes implemented and 

remains a collection of words on paper filed a\vay in folder amongst a labrynth 

of others. There is no assur'ance of a follm..,,-through. The approach to adult 

offenders is evem more scanty than is tr.ue of our efforts I'lith the juvenile. 

12. The efforts of personnel in the area of the Administration of Justice coincide 

with those of social service personnel in general. Parole and probation offic~. 

ers, and corrections workers are concerned with the prevention and rehabilita

tion of behavioral problems in the development of individuals, and their focus 

of concern ,coincides with those of physicians, clinical psychologists, social 

workers, clergymen, and lawyers, to mention but a few. The antecedents out of 

which criminal behavior arise are comparable to those which are responsible for 

the development of other unwanted forms of behavior as well. All professions 

have a common concern .in the elaboration and development of various methods of 

intervention by which criminal behavior can either be forestalled in the first 

place, or rendered unlikely to reoccur. A community resource center is an 

arrangement which could conceivably serve to coalesce both the diagnostic and 

the treatment capability of a community and provide for the focus of the very 

best professional talent and skill upon persons and their behavior which repre

sent a problem to themselves and to their families and communities. Until such 

time as there arises a concerted effort by social service professional workers 

to develop a community based, interdisciplinary, and integrated approach to the 

analysis and solution of behavior problems, or efforts to intervene and mater

ially change the incidence of criminal behavior are likely to be fragmentary, 

haphazard, and inefficient, and we will continue to be faced with the same 

~ discouraging results. 
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